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DECON
ENTERPRISES at glance
DECON ENTERPRISES was established in 2018 and is renowned for its
unparalleled commitment to deliver the finest quality of smart interiors &
construction solutions through its four major divisions:

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, FIT OUT and FF&E.
DECON ENTERPRISES is based in the heart of New Cairo City. We offer a
wide range of services from interior to exterior work and we provide superior
customer service to prospective clients who wish to take their dreams into reality
during their journey to next home fit-out, FF&E or commercial remodeling
project. We are determined to make the vision of your home or office comes
alive by combining old world craftsmanship with modern technology.

Innovations Shape

The Future
Smart Design

Smart Construction

Our approach interprets your
needs and wants to create a
space tailored specifically for
you. We provide smart
interior design that tailors our
services to get your space
working for you. With
attention to detail through all
the stages, you can rely on
your designer to deliver a
personal environment best
suited to you.

We build your vision and project
smart by using smart building
design, construction and
operation. This is through
collaborative partnerships that
make full use of digital
technologies and industrialised
manufacturing techniques which
enhance the productivity,
minimize cost, improve
sustainability and maximize user
benefits.

Smart Fit-Out Execution:

Smart FF&E:

Interior construction is a critical portion of
a project. For some, the inside of a planned
space can be the hardest to visualize.
Design-Build experts at DECON
Enterprises help all clients, literally see a
project through from the start.
At DECON Design-Build experts help
clients translate their unique needs into the
right space by:

Smart planning is the lifeblood of every
successful FF&E installation. That’s why
our team at DECON Enterprises starts
every project by evaluating your unique
site situation to develop a transition plan
that meets your goals. We’ve worked in
spaces that are partially occupied,
undergoing renovations and completely
empty. We know exactly how to design
an effective installation around your
needs.

•Bringing architects, interior designers,
engineers and code specialists under one
roof for pre-construction.
•Maintaining open channels of
communication with clients from planning
to groundbreaking to completion.

Smart Team:

Working in collaboration with the project team, we provide insight on
innovative and creative construction methods and materials to ensure our
clients receive a high-performance facility that maximizes return on investment.

HOME & OFFICE

Fit-out/Remodeling Renovations
Brainstorming

If you are interested to have your
home finished or remodeled by
DECON Enterprises All over Egypt,
contact us for a free quote. We are
determined to make the vision of your
home/office comes alive by creating
residential and commercial designs that
make a difference while staying
committed to help you to figure out
what best fits your needs and budgets.

Design
Proposal
Final
Design

DESIGN
Build PROCESS
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HSE

Procedures
Health (H) and Safety (S) Environment (E) is a discipline and specialty that studies and implements
practical aspects of environmental protection and safety at work. Decon Enterprises makes sure that
their activities do not cause harm to anyone. Commonly in quality - quality assurance & quality control
From a safety standpoint, Decon Enterprises involves creating organized efforts and procedures for
identifying workplace hazards and reducing accidents and exposure to harmful situations and
substances. We also include training of personnel in accident prevention, accident response,
emergency preparedness, and use of protective clothing and equipment.
Better health at its heart, should have the development of safe, high quality, and environmentally
friendly processes, working practices and systemic activities that prevent or reduce the risk of harm
to people in general, operators, or patients.
From an environmental standpoint, Decon Enterprises involves creating a systematic approach to
complying with environmental regulations.

SAFETY is

our first priority

OUR
Projects

Project name:Bidfood HQ
Location:Kingdom of Bahrain

Project name:Residential Apartment
Location: Midtown Compound,Cairo

Project name:Residential Villa
Location:Al Rehab,Cairo

Project name:Marassi resort
Location:Kingdom of Bahrain

Project name:Haier Showroom
Location:Dammam,KSA

Project name:Residential Villa
Location:Maadi,Cairo

Co-Founder
Message
At DECON Enterprises, our best feature is our talented team of
highly professional and knowledgeable individuals who through
their hard work, passion, dedication and perceptiveness,
continuously drive our firm forward.
DECON Enterprises aims to deliver projects on time, maintain an
expected budget and adjust to client’s changing needs, while having
a strong focus on quality and safety. Additionally, we are passionate
about building our country’s future and adding growth to our
community.
On behalf of the Executive Board of DECON Enterprises and our
talented team, we look forward to serve you and your business
needs.

Amr Essam

Managing Director
Co-Founder
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Contact Us:
+20 111 15 777 11
+202 23465181
info@decon-eg.com

decon eg

www.decon-eg.com
44 Albanafseg buldings,North
90 St.,New Cairo,Cairo-Egypt

